The papers of Henry Hamilton were deposited with the Labor History Archives September 1968 by Henry Hamilton.

Henry Hamilton is the Vice-President of the Michigan Federation of Teachers and a member of The Van Dyke Local.

The Henry Hamilton Collection covers the period from 1966 to 1968.

Important subjects are:

1966 to 1968 conflict between suburban and Detroit locals

Series Description

The Henry Hamilton Collection includes mimeographed correspondence and broadsides from a variety of locals, both suburban and Detroit, for the years 1966 to 1968. The material is arranged alphabetically by local.

Folder Listing

Citizens to Advance Public Education
Fitzgerald Federation of Teachers
Lake Shore Federation of Teachers
Macomb Federation of Teachers
Michigan Federation of Teachers
North Dearborn Federation of Teachers
Roseville Federation of Teachers
Van Dyke Federation of Teachers
Willow Run Federation of Teachers.